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SubMain CodeIt.Right provides a fast, automated way to ensure that your source code 
adheres to (your) predefined design, style guidelines, as well as best coding practices. 
Continually shown to improve software development team productivity and software 
quality, CodeIt.Right offers:

» Static Code Analysis and Metrics
» Automatic and safe refactoring of code issues into conforming code
» Automated Code Review process

This provides teams with a practical and effective way to prevent, expose, and correct 
errors in order to ensure that their .NET code works as expected.

Issue analysis can be run directly in Visual Studio in the background, on demand or as 
part of an automated process. To help with quick remediation, each issue detected is 
prioritized by severity and provided with one or more refactoring options allowing the 
issue to be resolved right there on the spot.

SubMain CodeIt.Right works with programming languages that target Microsoft .NET 
Framework, including C#, VB, ASP.NET, Silverlight and WPF.

Automate Code Analysis
A properly implemented coding policy can eliminate entire classes of programming errors by 
establishing preventive coding conventions. CodeIt.Right statically analyzes code to check 
compliance with such a policy. To configure CodeIt.Right to enforce a coding standards policy 
specific to your group or organization, you can define your own rule sets with built-in and custom 
rules. CodeIt.Right includes 300+ rules that cover Microsoft .NET Framework Design Guidelines, 
Security, Performance, Usage, Design, Maintainability, Exception Handling, Globalization, 
Async, and more.
 

Automate Code Reviews
Automate code reviews - real-time, on demand or as part of the build. Instant Code Review 
provides real-time code issues feedback to developers in the Visual Studio Editor. Use Check-In 
Policy integration to check-in only clean code. Run issue analysis on demand as needed. Produce 
an automated code review report at build time. You have all these options to choose from!

Additionally our unique IntelliFix™ technology will automatically remediate code smells and 
violations saving developer and testing time.

Benefits
Issues are identified earlier in 
the process, where they take a 
fraction of the time and cost to 
fix.

Software Development 
Lifecycle Benefits
 » Reduce the cost and time of code 
reviews, troubleshooting and re-work

 » Allocate more time and resources to 
feature development

 » Minimize the number of defects that 
make it into production

 » Reduce QA testing cycles and focus 
testing on ensuring the software 
meets requirements

 » Comply with internal or regulatory 
quality initiatives

 » Ensure consistency across large and 
distributed teams 

Business Benefits
 » Accelerate time to market

 » Enhance customer satisfaction

 » Reduce the risk of costly and brand 
damaging software failures and 
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Improve Product Quality at the Source
Use CodeIt.Right to find code issues, implement team coding standards, and review 
code in a fraction of the time needed with traditional manual processes. CodeIt.Right 
integrates natively with your existing Visual Studio development environment and 
processes to improve code quality for your team. You’ll identify bugs earlier in the 
product lifecycle (before the product reaches customers or even QA), when the bugs 
are the least expensive to fix. With CodeIt.Right you choose to interact in ways that are 
comfortable – real-time, on demand or through build process integration. Automated 
metrics and reports give managers the resources necessary to measure and control the 
development process. Offshore teams and new team members get up to speed faster 
and contribute quality code sooner.

Support Best Practices and Compliance
Built-in structure and workflow automatically directs your team toward automated code 
review and best coding practices. System administrators can customize workflow, rules, 
and parameters. Automated refactoring change highlighting helps developers learn 
better coding style. Extensive and flexible reporting features help development groups 
meet regulations and compliance mandates as well as seeing code quality improvement 
trends. Teams can also use CodeIt.Right to meet more specialized standards (i.e., 
OWASP, DO-178C and  more).

About SubMain
Thousands of customers use SubMain software quality and developer productivity 
tools to ensure the high quality and performance of their desktop, mobile, Web and 
cloud-based applications. SubMain products are easy to use and deploy, are affordable 
and available for trial at the website. Learn more about SubMain, the company’s 
products or join the active user community at http://submain.com 

Features
 » Instant Code Review – real-time 
analysis helps developers find and 
resolve issues as they code

 » Automatic Code Refactoring - our 
unique IntelliFix™ technology will 
automatically remediate code smells 
and violations

 » Follow Your Own Standards – 
configure the engine to fit your needs

 » Automate Code Reviews – real-time 
and on demand

 » Reduce the Noise - suppress the noise 
and focus on what is important to you

 » Continuous Integration and 
Automated Build Process

 » Extensive and flexible reporting

Supported 
Environments
IDEs
 » Visual Studio 2012, 2010, 2008, 2005

Languages
 » C#

 » VB

Frameworks
 » .NET Framework 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5

Try CodeIt.Right Free for 14 days

Download your free 14-day trial to see why users choose 

SubMain for their code quality, standards and code review. 

Visit: http://submain.com/codeit.right
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